
Perineal Massage may reduce incidence of tearing, especially in first-time mothers. Recent
studies show that perineal massage does reduce rates of tearing, and that performance by a
trained health care worker is slightly better than self-stretching.1

Here’s the thing though….if the health care worker trains you…and gives you a video to follow,
to understand HOW the tissues need to stretch–I’ll bet we can get have the Pelvic Floored Push
Prep Course Graduates Tear Rate be even lower than those who were stretched by health care
workers in that study.

While even ONCE of doing this can improve your confidence in transition, 3x/wk for 10-15
minutes has been shown to be effective in studies, and Dr. Kelly sees couples that perform the
stretching 1x/wk for 15-20 minutes still do really well. You be you.

If this works for you, great. If you despise it, and are not comfortable doing it, then don’t.  Just
focus on the relaxation techniques instead.

What if my hand can’t reach my vag?
This is the most common question I get asked in this course!  In this case, you have two
options:

1. Have a trusted birth partner help you
2. Use a pelvic wand.  The coupon Kelly21 will get you $5 off any product at

intimaterose.com!  Go wild!

Perineal Stretching:
For all techniques, be sure finger nails are trimmed, and hands are freshly washed.  A lubricant
might be useful, but could limit your ability to stretch tissues due to too much slippery-ness.
Best positions are semi-reclined or laying on your left side!

1. Insert finger into vaginal canal (usually a thumb for perineal stretching).  Do a gentle
kegel (ensure you feel your pelvic muscles tightening around your finger, then relaxing
when you relax your kegel).

2. If you cannot relax the muscle after your kegel, it would be advantageous to work with a
PT to learn this skill.  Watch the Perineal Relaxation Videos with the feedback from your
finger

3. Relax pelvic floor muscles, and stretch your thumb directly backwards towards the anus
(where your poop comes out).  Hold this stretch 1-2 minutes, while breathing & trying to
keep your pelvic muscles relaxed.  Repeat back and a bit to the right, then back and a
bit to the left, 1-2 min per side. End with combining the stretching with a dynamic “smiley
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face” movement along the whole back wall of vag (towards the booty), relaxing pelvic
muscles while stretching, for 1-2 minutes.

You’re doing great.  End with 4-6 minutes of one of the following
4. A. Tissue Rolling: Put your  thumb into your vag, and your forefinger on the perineal

body (the skin between the vag and the pooper).  Roll the two tissues together for 1-2
minutes, while breathing.  Now keep this compression as you stretch the entire perineal
body back towards your tailbone for 1-2 min, then back to right, and back to L.  If you
have time, end with ‘smiley face’ movement of the entire perineal body.

5. B. Down and Out: When the baby does come out vaginally, the pelvic muscles need to
elongate, drop and open.  Picture the baby’s head exiting the pelvis.  End with 1-2
minutes of “down and out” stretching of 2-3 spots on the back vaginal wall.  Thumb in
vagina, first stretch directly back towards tailbone, then holding that stretch, hook thumb
over pelvic muscles and pull them downward slightly (like in the direction that the babies
head will stretch them).  Can you tolerate this stretch, while breathing and keep pelvic
muscles relaxed?

GREAT JOB!  I want to do a study of how this improved education affects client outcomes, so
your participation in a brief survey after you’ve had your baby would be greatly appreciated!

For pushing, breathing sounds of SHHH, TSSS, GGGG, and GRRR have been shown to
facilitate perineal bulging for delivery. You can practice making these noises during stretching to
see how your perineum responds, and this can inform you on which vocalization may be best
for you when the time comes :)


